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1. Introduction

On December 31, 2019, an ‘‘unknown viral pneumonia’’ was
first introduced in Wuhan, China. It was originally referred to as the
‘‘2019 coronavirus novel’’ [1,2]. Children have always played a
significant role in disease outbreaks and epidemics as they are
potential carriers and spreaders [3].

On January 20, 2020, the first pediatric case of the novel
coronavirus infection was confirmed in Shenzhen, China. [4].

About 20 days later, 398 confirmed pediatric cases and 10,924
adult cases of COVID-19 were reported in China; however, the
number of infected children was not accurate because primary
screening was not completely performed for them. In a study of
44,672 laboratory-confirmed cases in China, only 416 (0.9%)
patients were younger than 10 years and 549 (1.2%) of them were
between 10 and 20 years old [3,5].

The first case of an infant with COVID-19 reported was a 3-
month-old female infant, from Xiaogan, Hubei province, with

fever, who was diagnosed on January 26 [6]. With the growing
number of adult patients, the number of infected children
increased as well. It was found that the virus was highly contagious
as ‘‘second-generation’’ infections were reported [6].

According to a study of nine hospitalized infected infants, at
least one of their family members had been infected [7]. Another
study by Zhang et al. of an infected infant raised the question of
whether the infection had a shorter incubation time in the infant or
whether her parents acquired the infection from the baby
[6]. However, all these children belonged to family cluster circles,
and thus the onset of aggregation is an important feature in the
children’s cases, and this was a strong indication that the virus is
highly contagious.

The study by Cai et al. conducted with the first pediatric case
outside Hubei province was the first study that suggested children
as a source of infection in adults [8].

Children with COVID-19 can be asymptomatic or present with
fever, dry cough, fatigue, and sometimes gastrointestinal symp-
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A B S T R A C T

Objective: We aimed to provide a meta-analysis of previously published papers on the COVID-19-related

clinical features and laboratory findings in children.

Method: This meta-analysis was conducted by using Medline/PubMed, Scopus, Web of Sciences and

Google Scholar. Finally, 32 articles were selected for full-text assessment.

Results: The most frequent symptoms were fever, cough, vomiting, diarrhea, sore throat, and dyspnea.

Regarding the combined results of the meta-analysis, fever (46%, 95% CI 40–53%), cough (37%, 95% CI 29–

46%), diarrhea (19%, 95% CI 9–28%), and pharyngalgia (13%, 95% CI 5–20%) were the most widely reported

symptom. Besides, positive RT-PCR test results (43%, 95% CI 33–53%), low oxygen saturation (38%, 95% CI

25–51%), and elevated D-dimer levels (36%, 95% CI 16–56%) were the most common laboratory findings.

Conclusion: This review found that clinical presentations were milder, the prognosis was better, and the

mortality rate was lower in children with COVID-19 compared with adult patients; however, children

are potential carriers, like adults, and can transmit the infection among the population. Therefore, early

identification and intervention in pediatric patients with COVID-19 are essential in order to control the

pandemic. Moreover, gastrointestinal symptoms were more common symptoms among children.
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6,9]; however, there were severe pediatric cases that were also
etected, such as the 1-year-old infant with severe COVID-19
orted by Chen et al. in Wuhan Children’s Hospital [10].

A normal white blood cell count and absolute lymphocyte
ount in most pediatric cases suggests less immune dysfunction
fter the SARS-CoV-2 infection [6,9]. It is suggested that mild
nfection in children is the result of trained immunity. This
mmunity is related to the use of particular vaccines such as the
acille Calmette–Guerin (BCG) vaccine, which train innate

mmunity to generate immune memory [5]. It has been proven
hat BCG provided non-specific protection of mice against the
nfluenza virus [11]. This vaccine has been given to most Asian
hildren, and it is known that the influenza infection causes more
evere respiratory symptoms in adults compared with children in
hese countries [11].

The clinical manifestations of COVID-19 have been unclear
ecause the clinical and laboratory features of infected children
ere limited. This study is a meta-analysis of SARS-CoV-2 infection

n children focusing on the clinical features and laboratory
ndings.

.1. Objective

This study aims to analyze the clinical characteristics of COVID-
9 in children by summarizing the clinical and laboratory data
eported in recent observational studies.

. Materials and methods

.1. Identification and study selection

This systematic review was conducted, using Medline/PubMed,
copus, Web of Sciences, and Google Scholar, to identify studies
ublished on COVID-19 following the Preferred Reporting Items for
ystematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines
12]. The keywords used to search the studies were: ‘‘Novel
oronavirus’’, ‘‘Novel coronavirus 2019’’, ‘‘2019 nCoV’’, ‘‘COVID-
9’’, ‘‘Wuhan coronavirus’’, ‘‘Wuhan pneumonia’’, and ‘‘SARS-CoV-
’’, up to April 14, 2020. The results were reviewed by two authors
conventional double-screening), the abstracts were screened, and
elated studies were selected. Finally, the full texts of the selected
tudies were reviewed and 32 publications were selected for the
eta-analysis (Fig. 1). Studies with incomplete information,

eview articles, opinions, and letters were excluded.

. Meta-analysis approach

The meta-analysis was performed using Stata software
ersion 14 (StataCorp. 2015, Stata Statistical Software: Release
4, College Station, TX). Due to the nature of the studies,
ubstantial heterogeneity was expected. Heterogeneity was
ssessed with the Q test and quantified numerically using the

2 index [13]. For I2 < 50%, i.e., non-heterogeneity, a fixed-effects
odel (DerSimonian–Laird method) was applied; otherwise,

ensitivity analysis was used to find out the causes of
eterogeneity, and if there was no clinical heterogeneity, a
andom-effects model was used with the estimate of heteroge-
eity being taken from an inverse-variance model (DerSimonian

4. Results

4.1. Literature review

A total of 569 articles were initially retrieved and 32 articles
were finally selected for full-text assessment. The main characte-
ristics of the studies included are shown in Table 1 [7,16–46]. Out
of the 32 publications, three were performed in Iran, the United
States, and Spain and the other 29 studies were conducted by
Chinese researchers. The total sample size consisted of 759 chil-
dren, of whom 399 were male.

4.2. Clinical features

Table 2 presents the clinical symptoms of COVID-19 in children.

Fig. 1. Flowchart representing the selection process.
nd Laird, 1986) [14]. Publication bias was evaluated by Egger’s
nd Begg’s tests at the 5% significant level [15]. Forest plots were
sed to visualize the prevalence in each study and the combined
stimated prevalence with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI),
ith the size of each box indicating the weight of the study and

ach crossed line referring to the 95% CI.
2

However, several clinical symptoms were reported in different
studies; the most frequent symptoms were fever, cough, vomiting,
diarrhea, sore throat, and dyspnea.

The combined results of the meta-analysis based on clinical
data are presented in Table 2. The forest plots of the most common
clinical symptoms are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. Regarding the



Table 1
Characteristics of the included studies on COVID-19, 2020 [7,16–46].

Authors Country Publication year Sample size Sex (male) Age

Feng et al. [16] China 2020 15 5 4–14 years

Wang et al. [17] China 2020 31 15 1 month to 7 years

Zhou et al. [18] China 2020 9 - 0–3 years

Tan et al. [19] China 2020 10 3 1–12 years

Qiu et al. [20] China 2020 36 23 0–16 years

Tagarro et al. [21] Spain 2020 41 18 < 18 years

Tongqiang et al. [22] China 2020 3 3 6–9 years

Anjue et al. [23] China 2020 26 17 1–13 years

Qin et al. [24] China 2020 68 40 0–10 years

Han et al. [25] China 2020 7 4 < 18 years

Liu et al. [26] China 2020 6 2 1–7 years

Cai et al. [27] China 2020 10 4 3 months to 131 months

Wei et al. [7] China 2020 9 2 3 months to 11 months

Xia et al. [28] China 2020 20 13 < 18 years

Zhang et al. [29] China 2020 4 3 30 hours to 17 days

Liu et al. [30] China 2020 5 4 7 months to 13 years

Zheng et al. [31] China 2020 3 3 Newborns

Rahimzadeh et al. [32] Iran 2020 9 6 2–10 years

Li et al. [33] China 2020 5 4 1–10 years

Bialek et al. [34] United States 2020 291 165 < 18 years

Huanhuan et al. [35] China 2020 4 2 2 months to 9 years

Li et al. [36] China 2020 22 - Pediatric patients

Chen et al. [37] China 2020 31 13 0–17 years

Sun et al. [38] China 2020 8 6 2 months to 15 years

Su et al. [39] China 2020 9 3 11 months to 9 years

Zhu et al. [40] China 2020 10 8 Neonates

Zheng et al. [41] China 2020 25 14 1 month to 16 years

Shen et al. [42] China 2020 9 3 1–12 years

Zhu et al. [43] China 2020 10 5 1–17 years

Du et al. [44] China 2020 14 6 Children

Xing et al. [45] China 2020 3 2 1.5–6 years

Hu et al. [46] China 2020 6 3 < 15 years

Table 2
Summary of the study characteristics and results of meta-analysis of clinical and laboratory variables.

Clinical and laboratory

variables

Studies in which

each variable was

evaluated (n)

Number of

patients

Percentage of

patients

P-value for

test (ES = 0)

I2 (%) P-value for

heterogeneity

test

P-value for

Egger test

Trim and fill

results (95% CI)

Dry cough 28 317 0.37 (0.29, 0.46) < 0.001 77 < 0.001 0.353 –

Sputum production 5 10 0.06 (0.01, 0.11) 0.011 23.2 0.267 0.132 0.04 (�0.03, 0.11)

Diarrhea 11 63 0.19 (0.09, 0.28) < 0.001 85.1 < 0.001 0.378 0.12 (0.01, 0.23)

Rhinorrhea 8 45 0.11 (0.08, 0.15) < 0.001 9 0.360 0.116 –

Pharyngalgia 10 86 0.13 (0.05, 0.20) 0.001 72.6 < 0.001 0.767 0.11 (0.04, 0.19)

Vomiting 14 60 0.11 (0.06, 0.16) < 0.001 56.2 0.005 0.023 –

Dyspnea 10 66 0.11 (0.04, 0.18) 0.001 74.7 < 0.001 0.147 –

Fever 31 375 0.46 (0.40, 0.53) < 0.001 60.1 < 0.001 0.655 –

Nasal congestion 3 7 0.12 (�0.01, 0.26) 0.071 56 0.103 0.082 –

Abdominal pain 4 21 0.06 (0.04, 0.09) < 0.001 0 0.738 0.065 –

Fatigue 9 89 0.11 (0.04, 0.18) 0.002 73 0.001 0.393 –

Headache 9 95 0.11 (0.03, 0.20) 0.011 87.7 < 0.001 0.755 –

Runny nose 7 11 0.07 (0.05, 0.10) < 0.001 7.7 0.370 0.053 –

Laboratory findings

RT-PCR test+ 10 117 0.43 (0.33, 0.53) < 0.001 0 0.588 0.297 –

Leukopenia 11 66 0.22 (0.12, 0.32) < 0.001 70 < 0.001 0.294 –

Leukocytosis 15 49 0.23 (0.13, 0.33) < 0.001 62.6 0.001 0.024 –

Lymphopenia 14 57 0.21 (0.13, 0.28) < 0.001 51.5 0.016 0.012 –

Neutropenia 8 19 0.10 (0.03, 0.17) 0.005 21.7 0.270 0.017 –

Platelet decrease 4 12 0.15 (0.02, 0.29) 0.029 56.5 0.075 0.315 –

Procalcitonin 9 41 0.24 (0.09, 0.39) < 0.001 91.8 < 0.001 0.040 –

D-dimer 8 25 0.35 (0.15, 0.55) 0.001 80.8 < 0.001 0.883 –

Creatine kinase 8 16 0.12 (0.07, 0.17) < 0.001 43.7 0.087 0.204 0.07 (0.03, 0.12)

Creatine kinase MB 8 40 0.30 (0.17, 0.43) < 0.001 70.8 0.001 0.002 0.16 (0.02, 0.29)

Oxygen saturation 3 20 0.38 (0.25, 0.51) < 0.001 0 0.468 0.768

CRP 15 51 0.15 (0.09, 0.22) < 0.001 60.9 0.002 0.001 –

LDH 8 45 0.30 (0.16, 0.43) < 0.001 70.8 0.001 0.081 0.14 (�0.01, 0.29)

ESR 8 90 0.29 (0.23, 0.35) < 0.001 20.7 0.271 0.847 –

AST 8 23 0.20 (0.13, 0.26) < 0.001 21.7 0.257 0.365 0.15 (0.06, 0.25)

ALT 11 38 0.21 (0.13, 0.29) < 0.001 50.6 0.027 0.017 0.10 (0.02, 0.19)

LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; CRP: C-reactive protein; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; ALT: alanine aminotransferase: RT-PCR: reverse

transcription polymerase chain reaction; CI: confidence interval.
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linical manifestations, fever (46%, 95% CI 40–53%), cough (37%,
5% CI 29–46%), diarrhea (19%, 95% CI 9–28%), and pharyngalgia
13%, 95% CI 5–20%) were the most commonly reported symptom
n children.

.3. Laboratory findings

The laboratory findings and the combined estimated prevalence
ith 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) are shown in Table 2. Our

esults showed that positive RT-PCR test results (43%, 95% CI 33–
3%), low oxygen saturation (38%, 95% CI 25–51%), and elevated D-
imer levels (36%, 95% CI 16–56%) were the most common

aboratory findings in children.

.4. Publication bias

Since the use of funnel plots for assessment of potential
ublication bias is inaccurate in the meta-analysis of proportion
tudies [47], we utilized significance tests to identify publication
ias. For this purpose, Egger’s and Begg’s tests were used to assess
ublication bias. Since Begg’s test is less powerful than Egger’s test,
e report the results of Egger’s test. The adjusted trim and fill

tatistics are also demonstrated for studies with a high risk of
ublication bias in Table 2.

classified into four levels: ‘‘very low’’, ‘‘low’’, ‘‘moderate’’, or ‘‘high’’
judgment. If there was a dispute, it would be resolved by consensus
or consultation. All studies were judged to be of high quality.

5. Discussion

The contagious disease COVID-19 can be transmitted from an
asymptomatic infected person or an asymptomatic carrier by
contact and respiratory droplets. The incubation period can be up
to 24 days. Most of the patients experience mild symptoms, but the
elderly or those with underlying conditions are more likely to
develop severe symptoms [28,49]. The clinical manifestations in
children as the same as in adults; however, children present with
more gastrointestinal symptoms.

When a new infectious disease becomes an epidemic, it can
spread to new regions and cause a pandemic. This situation
demands epidemiological, diagnostic, therapeutic, and preventive
infrastructures and may have devastating effects on the global
economy. Many questions about the clinical manifestations,
laboratory and imaging findings, morbidity, the mortality rate,
and the severity of disease have been raised.

In this systematic review and random-effects meta-analysis, we
aimed to summarize the recently published clinical data of COVID-

Fig. 2. Forest plot of the overall proportion of dry cough in children with COVID-19.
.5. Grading the quality of evidence

To assess and evaluate the quality of evidence, we used the
rading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and
valuation (GRADE) guidelines [48]. The quality of evidence was
4

19 confirmed cases. We analyzed data on pediatric patients for
major clinical manifestations and their associated significant
laboratory findings.

Our findings are robust in that we used a random-effects meta-
analysis model. This involves an assumption that the effects being
estimated in the different studies are not identical, but follow some
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distribution. For random-effects analyses, the pooled estimate and
95% CIs refer to the center of the distribution of pooled prevalence
but do not describe the width of the distribution. Often the pooled
estimate and its 95% CI are quoted in isolation as an alternative
estimate of the quantity evaluated in a fixed-effect meta-analysis,
which is inappropriate.

Based on initial observation studies in China, patients –
particularly adult patients – prevalently presented with fever
and cough, as well as dyspnea, and myalgia. Based on the analysis
of all the included publications in this study, the same results were
also found elsewhere.

This study investigated clinical manifestations, laboratory
results, and findings from 32 studies on COVID-19 in children.
The total sample size was 759. Out of 759 children, 399 were male.
This finding suggested that males are more prone to this disease.
Fever, cough, vomiting, diarrhea, sore throat, and dyspnea were the
most frequent symptoms in children; however, fever and cough
were the main symptoms in both children and adults. While
gastrointestinal symptoms were rare in adult patients, approxi-
mately 20% of infected children had diarrhea. Most of the articles
did not discuss the diagnostic modality in most of the studies
(systematic screening around cases or symptomatic patients), and
this could explain the sex ratio favoring males.

Han et al. reported that diarrhea and/or vomiting (gastrointes-
tinal involvement) were the more common symptoms in infected
children, and elevated creatine kinase isoenzyme levels (57.1%)
and leukocyte counts (28.6%) were common laboratory findings
too [49]. By contrast, this analysis indicated that fever and cough
were the most frequent clinical manifestations of COVID-19 in
children, and that leukopenia (22%) and leukocytosis (23%) were
the most prevalent laboratory findings.

In the study by Han et al., abnormal coagulation function,
hypoalbuminemia, and hyperuricemias were reported in infected
pediatric patients [49]. Moreover, elevated creatine kinase
isoenzyme levels were detected by myocardial zymography in
children. This may be explained by intense chills associated with
high fever or by the higher incidence of myocardial damage in
children. They also found elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and D-
dimer levels in 28.6% and 28.6% of the pediatric patients,
respectively. Based on this analysis, positive CRP and positive D-
dimer results were detected in 15% and 35% of the total sample,
respectively.

In a study by Su et al., elevated CK-MB levels were detected in
six children with COVID-19, which suggests that SARS-CoV-2 may
cause heart injury [39] since CK-MB is an indicator of myocardial
injury. It is reported that the main mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2-

Fig. 3. Forest plot of the overall proportion of fever in children with COVID-19.
Analysis of the laboratory findings in children showed that
positive RT-PCR test results, low oxygen saturation, and elevated
D-dimer levels were the most abnormal findings in children with
COVID-19. It should be considered that not all clinical manifesta-
tions and laboratory findings were investigated in the studies
reviewed.
5

induced myocardial injury may be the direct injury of the virus, of a
cytokine storm, and the distribution of the ACE2 receptor. In the
present study, the CK-MB level was found to be 30%.

Oualha et al. conducted a retrospective study of 27 pediatric
cases of COVID-19 to describe severe forms of pediatric SARS-CoV-
2 infection. According to their results, the disease had a wide range
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f clinical presentation and progression in children. They also
ound a higher rate of comorbidities in life-threatening cases of
OVID-19, since 70% of their cases had sickle cell disease as well as
eurological and respiratory comorbidities [50].

Ludvigsson reviewed 45 scientific papers on COVID-19 in
hildren and reported that the infection has milder symptoms,
etter prognosis, and lower mortality rate in children compared
ith adult patients [51].

In a systemic review by Chang et al. on clinical characteristics
nd diagnostic challenges of pediatric COVID-19, it was reported
hat the higher rates of asymptomatic and milder cases of COVID-
9 in children make it difficult to diagnose and control the

nfection among the pediatric population. Most of the diagnoses
ere based on epidemiological data and a history of contact with

nfected patients [52].
Zhang et al. conducted a case series to detect clinical and

pidemiological characteristics of pediatric SARS-CoV-2 infections
n China. Based on the results, pediatric patients admitted to
ospital presented with higher rates of fever, vomiting, and
iarrhea compared with adult patients. An increase in serum
myloid A, high-sensitivity CRP, lactate dehydrogenase, and a-
ydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase as well as a decrease in pre-
lbumin were detected in the majority of the cases [53].

Ultimately, being aware of the differences between the clinical
resentations in children and adults is helpful for the clinical
iagnosis and treatment approach of COVID-19 in children. It also
elps to discuss the age-specific pattern of coronavirus infection
ore accurately.

Our results show that more comprehensive clinical studies,
ncluding short- and long-term follow-up cohort assessments, are
till required. It would also be beneficial to have more studies from
ther countries, as most available studies are currently from one
ountry, i.e., China.

To clarify the clinical spectrum of the disease, further clinical
ata are required. Currently, more regions, including the Americas
nd Europe, are struggling with the increasing number of infected
ases and more studies from these areas would be extremely
elpful. To date, regardless of the types of reports, the clinical
ndings were very similar.

In the current pandemic, available data and evidence should
onstantly be evaluated to help manage the situation and decrease
he transmission of the virus, to have a better diagnosis and clinical
uspicion, and to protect the population and healthcare staff.

This systematic review focused on the clinical manifestation
nd laboratory findings of COVID-19, which should assist clinicians
round the world, particularly those who are practicing in regions
ith new onset of infection. Physicians would be able to monitor

atients, implement control measures, and prevent further
ransmission if they could recognize the infection in earlier stages.

.1. Limitations

This review has several limitations. Few studies were available
nd most of them were from China. It would be better to include
tudies with a broad geographic scope for a more comprehensive
nderstanding of COVID-19. More detailed patient information,
articularly regarding clinical outcomes, was unavailable in most
tudies at the time of the analyses; however, the data in this review
ffer an initial summary of the clinical and laboratory characte-
istics of COVID-19.

in children with COVID-19 compared with adult patients;
however, children are potential carriers, like adults, and can
transmit the infection among the population. Therefore, early
identification and intervention in pediatric patients with COVID-
19 are essential to control the pandemic. Moreover, gastrointesti-
nal symptoms were more common symptoms among children.
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